
Some Representational and Ecological Aspects of Evolvability�Tim TaylorSchool of Computing, University of Abertay Dundee, Bell Street, Dundee DD1 1HG, Scotlandtim.taylor@abertay.ac.ukIntroductionIn this brief position paper I highlight a number ofissues relevant to the evolvability of arti�cial life sys-tems. These issues became apparent over the courseof my doctoral research which involved studying theevolutionary dynamics of a Tierra-like system (Taylor1999a). The �rst two issues (multifunctional pheno-typic components and semantic closure) relate to therepresentation and function of individuals. The othertwo issues (embeddedness and ecological interactions)concern how individuals are related to the shared en-vironment and to other individuals. While much ofthe recent work on evolvability has focussed on issuesconcerning individuals (e.g. genotype-phenotype map-ping), which may give a system the capacity for highevolvability, I believe that the role of the ecological as-pects of the system (e.g. the �nal two issues addressedin this paper) in providing a drive for evolvability hasbeen neglected; even if a system has the capacity forhigh evolvability, it will not realise this capacity if theappropriate selection pressures are absent.Multifunctional, MultimodalPhenotypesJohn Maynard Smith, echoing observations by CharlesDarwin (Darwin 1859) (p.220), has remarked that \itseems to be a general feature of evolution that newfunctions are performed by organs which arise, notde novo, but as modi�cations of pre-existing organs"(Maynard Smith 1986) (p.46). This principle couldpartially solve1 a problem raised by Howard Pattee, ofhow new measuring devices (or other novel phenotypicinteractions) arise during evolution (Pattee 1988): astructure with multiple properties (perhaps in a num-�Some sections of this paper are revised versions ofwork previously published in (Taylor 1999a) and (Taylor2000).1A full solution would also entail proper considerationof semantic closure, discussed in the next section.

ber of di�erent modalities, e.g. computational, struc-tural, chemical, electrical) might originally be selectedfor one of these properties (the \focal" property), butit might later turn out (quite accidentally) that someof its other properties also confer (unrelated) adaptiveadvantages upon the bearer of that structure. In sucha scenario, an organism which duplicated this struc-ture might have an adaptive advantage over those pos-sessing a single copy, because each structure could beoptimised for a single property. In this way, the or-ganism can acquire new (possibly radically new) phen-otypic properties based upon existing structures. Thisprocess is related to the concept of neutral networks, inthat evolution will be able to \experiment" with vari-ations of non-focal properties of a structure as longas such variations do not harm the focal property; if avariation of a non-focal property is found that is partic-ularly bene�cial for the organism, then this may thenbecome the new focal property of the structure. Thisperspective may bring some light to bear upon the evol-ution of radical innovations, but it also opens up awhole range of new problems relating to the modellingof multiple, and mostly (initially at least) irrelevant,properties of objects; generally when devising a modelwe wish to strip away all irrelevant details of the systemwe are modelling, but the current perspective suggeststhat we should model structures with many di�erentproperties, in various modalities, many of which will,initially at least, be \irrelevant details".When there is a change in the focal property of astructure being acted upon by natural selection, wemight regard the genetic information encoding thestructure as now representing a di�erent function (i.e.the function of the new focal property). However, inreality the semantics of the genetic system itself havenot changed|all that has changed is our interpreta-tion of the system as external observers. The issue ofhow completely new semantic information may arisein an evolutionary system is discussed in the followingsection.



Semantic ClosureFrom an epistemological point of view, Pattee pointsout that symbolic information (such as that containedin an organism's genes) has \no intrinsic meaning out-side the context of an entire symbol system as well asthe material organization that constructs (writes) andinterprets (reads) the symbol for a speci�c function,such a classi�cation, control, construction, communic-ation ..." (Pattee 1995b). He argues that a neces-sary condition for an organism to be capable of open-ended evolution is that it encapsulates this entire self-referent organisation (Pattee refers to this condition assemantic closure). From this it follows that organismsshould be constructed \with the parts and the laws ofan arti�cial physical world" (Pattee 1995a) (p.36). Inother words, for fully open-ended evolution, the wholeorganism, including the genome, the machinery for in-terpreting and executing the genome, and all phen-otypic structures, should be explicitly represented inthe (arti�cial) physical environment.2Most existing arti�cial evolution systems, includinggenetic algorithms and Tierra (Ray 1991), do not fullysatisfy these requirements. For example, in Tierra themachinery for interpreting and executing the instruc-tions of individual programs resides in the Tierran op-erating system rather than being explicitly encoded bythe programs themselves; see (Taylor 1999b). Thesesystems therefore lack the ability to generate new sym-bolic representations; to take Tierra as an exampleagain, the instruction set in which programs are writ-ten could not evolve new instructions to, say, senseaspects of the environment not monitored in some wayby existing instructions. One example of an arti�cialsystem which may satisfy the requirements of semanticclosure is von Neumann's cellular automata model ofself-reproduction (von Neumann 1966).3 A funda-mental aspect of semantic closure is genetic relativ-ism|the ability of an evolutionary system to switchbetween di�erent genetic languages; this topic is dis-cussed in relation to von Neumann's work in anotherpaper at this workshop (McMullin 2000).2By extrapolation, this argument seems to imply thatexplicit interpretation machinery was required even at theearliest stages of prebiotic evolution. While this is clearlynot the case for biological evolution, I believe that the ar-gument still holds in that prebiotic self-replicators must atleast have had the potential for explicit interpretation ma-chinery to evolve. See (Taylor 1999a) (p.212) or (Taylor2000) for further discussion.3Although I think that an implementation of von Neu-mann's model would not exhibit high evolvability for otherreasons, not least because the organisms have no capacityfor self-maintenance in the face of environmental perturb-ations.

Embeddedness in the Arena ofCompetitionAn essential requirement for an evolutionary processis that some form of selection mechanism exists, sothat some variations of the reproducing entities arefavoured over others. The selection mechanism there-fore introduces a form of competition between the indi-vidual reproducers; they become engaged in a strugglefor existence. The presence of such a mechanism im-plies that, in some form, the individuals coexist in anarena of limited capacity, and that they are competingwith their neighbours (either globally or locally) forthe right to be there.An evolutionary system must therefore have a sharedenvironment|an arena of competition|of some de-scription, although there are few restrictions on theparticular form it should take. All that is requiredis that it introduces the concept of a resource that is:(a) a vital commodity to individuals in the population;(b) of limited availability; and (c) that individuals cancompete for (at either a global or local level). Thisresource can usually be interpreted as energy, space,matter, or a combination of these.An issue that arises when considering di�erent evol-utionary systems is the extent to which individualsare embedded in this arena of competition. In vonNeumann's cellular automata design, individuals arefully embedded|there is no `hidden' state informa-tion (i.e. information which is not embedded in thecellular space itself). The same can be said of thebiosphere, at least according to materialism. At theother extreme, individuals in a genetic algorithm (GA)have minimal embeddedness|the arena of competitionmerely contains place holders for the chromosomes,and the restriction is generally on the number of in-dividuals, regardless of their size (although most GAshave constant-size chromosomes anyway). These twoextremes, together with intermediate situations arisingin Tierra and Avida,4 are depicted in Figure 1. Notethat individuals in Avida are not really embedded inthe arena of competition at all; the two-dimensionalenvironment only holds pointers to the cells, in muchthe same way as in a GA.5 In Tierra, a program's in-4Avida is a platform developed by Chris Adami andcolleagues (see http://www.krl.caltech.edu/avida/). Itis based upon Tierra, but signi�cant di�erences include thefact that individual programs in Avida occupy positions ina two-dimensional arena.5That is, the two-dimensional environment in which allof the programs coexist is distinct from the one-dimensionalmemory in which each individual program is stored. Fur-thermore, in the default settings of Avida, programs cannotread instructions of neighbouring programs, so no parasit-ism of this nature can emerge.



structions are embedded in the arena, although eachprogram still has some additional state information (its`virtual CPU' state). In Avida the fundamental spacelimitation applies to the number of programs that can�t in the arena of competition, whereas in Tierra itapplies to the total number of instructions containedin all of the programs in the population.
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Figure 1: Embeddedness of Individuals and Richnessof Interactions in Various Evolutionary Platforms.Rich Ecological InteractionsRelated to the issue of physical embeddedness is thatof how restricted is the range of interactions that are

allowed between objects within the arena. In a stand-ard GA, no direct interactions are allowed betweenchromosomes at all; the continued existence of an indi-vidual is decided by the extrinsically-de�ned selectionmechanism. As already mentioned, in the default con-�guration of Avida programs cannot read the instruc-tions of their neighbours. Although programs in Tierraare embedded in the arena of competition to a muchgreater extent than they are in Avida, the range of in-teractions allowed with neighbouring programs is stillfairly restricted; programs can read the code of theirneighbours, but they cannot directly write to neigh-bouring memory addresses.In contrast, von Neumann's cellular automata im-plementation is far less restrictive; the transition rulesof the cellular automata de�ne neighbourhood interac-tions which occur at the level of individual cells andwhich therefore do not respect boundaries between in-dividual organisms. This is of course similar to thesituation of biological organisms, which have the free-dom to interact with their environment in a varietyof ways only limited by the laws of physics (althoughorganisms themselves generally evolve mechanisms torestrict such free interaction).From the point of view of the evolvability of indi-viduals, the more embedded they are, and the less re-stricted the interactions are, then the more potentialthere is for the very structure of the individual to bemodi�ed. Sections of the individual which are not em-bedded in the arena of competition are `hard-wired'and likely to remain unchanged unless speci�c mech-anisms are included to allow them to change (and thevery fact that speci�c mechanisms are required sug-gests that they would still only be able to change incertain restricted ways). Additionally, recall that Pat-tee has argued that open-ended evolution fundament-ally requires the evolution of new meaning in the sys-tem, and this can only be achieved in the context ofa semantically closed organisation which is completelyembedded within the physical world.One of the tenets of Darwinism is that organismsare engaged in a struggle for existence. However, it isdi�cult to identify the precise nature of this struggle,as Darwin himself observed. In The Origin of Spe-cies, he wrote \What checks the natural tendency ofeach species to increase in number is most obscure ...The amount of food for each species of course givesthe extreme limit to which each can increase; but veryfrequently it is not the obtaining food, but the servingas prey to other animals, which determines the aver-age numbers of a species" (Darwin 1859) (pp.119-120).Thus, an important aspect of the struggle for exist-ence is the obtaining of food not from passive, abi-



otic sources, but through predator-prey relationships.In the biological realm, the struggle for existence in-volves organisms killing other organisms, because thevery matter from which they are constructed is a valu-able resource of matter and energy. This competitionis therefore very much a matter of life or death.It may be di�cult to identify the precise nature ofthe struggle for existence, but it may be useful to cat-egorise the numerous forms of competition in terms ofa small number of fundamental resources. In the bio-sphere, a (speculative) list might be: matter, energy,space and information.Tierra-like systems generally do not have any notionof competition for matter. Indeed, they cannot reallybe said to have a notion of matter at all, in terms offundamental units from which all structures are built,and which are conserved during reactions. Instead,when a program is writing a copy of itself, it can pro-duce the copied instructions spontaneously rather than�rst having to collect a copy of the individual instruc-tion from somewhere else in memory. In other words,the individual instructions are represented as states ofspeci�c memory locations, rather than as units of mat-ter. The only fundamental competition that exists inTierra is for space (memory) into which to divide. Thisis allocated at a global level by the Tierran operatingsystem's memory allocation services. The programsare not even really competing for energy (CPU-time),because any number of programs are allowed to executeinstructions at each time slice; the limiting factor ishow many programs can �t into the available memory.Programs in Tierra can act as resources for other pro-grams in another way, by acting as `library code' whichcan be read by their neighbours (as happens in theevolution of parasites). In other words, they can actas information resources. However, this is not as strongan ecological interaction as when one organism acts asa resource of matter or energy, in the sense that act-ing as an information resource is not a direct matter oflife or death for the host. These stronger interactionsmay introduce selection pressure for the evolution ofmechanisms for organismic self-maintenance and otherprocesses associated with biological life.SummaryI have highlighted a number of issues which have somebearing on the evolvability of a system. One repres-entational issue which could improve the capacity of asystem for high evolvability is the modeling of multi-functional, and possibly multimodal, phenotypic struc-tures. While this may provide new transitional path-ways to possibly more complex phenotypes, new sym-bols can only be introduced into the genetic language
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